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Stopping
Unsafe
Work
Jim Gilson, Senior Safety Engineer, UCB
Ever see someone in your workplace doing something that makes you think to yourself, “Gee, I don’t
really think that’s very safe!”...? But, maybe you went
along your way thinking that they might have known
something you didn’t, or were more skilled at what
they were doing than you might be? We often see
people doing things at work, taking a short-cut, or
observe situations that are not as safe as they could be.
Sometimes, highly skilled people work with extremely
hazardous materials or in hazardous workplaces very
safely with proper planning, training and special tools.
But more often, people are so deeply engrossed in
their work, or hurried by “life’s demands,” that they
don’t see the bigger “unsafe” picture that may be quite
obvious to someone who isn’t directly involved in the
work.
Did you know that the UC has a “Stop Unsafe Work”
policy that everyone at UC is requested to follow?
“What does that mean?”, you might ask. Well, it
means that if you see someone doing something that
you think is unsafe, you are encouraged to speak out
about your concerns and “Stop the Work” until safety
is assured. This sounds simple but in practice can be
very difficult. If you see a manager doing something
you think is unsafe, or assigning work to someone
who doesn’t appear skilled enough to perform the
task safely, how do you tell them you think they should
stop? If you are working with a Principal Investigator
or supervisor, and they ask you to do a procedure
and you don’t feel you have the training to do the
work safely, how do you express your concerns? If a
co-worker sets off to do a work-task and forgets to

wear his or her PPE, how do you tell the person to put
on PPE before continuing, without offending him or
her? You may find yourself outside your comfort zone.
These are difficult “political” situations that require tact
and sometimes a lot of courage!
First, it’s important to set our egos aside and remember that we all want the same thing. We share the goal
of arriving at a job or school that nurtures us in some
way, performing our tasks in a safe and healthy place,
and going home afterwards as well as we arrived. And,
we want proactive, professional collaboration among
our co-workers that supports that safe environment.
We envision a safety culture in which people show
their concern and respect by communicating openly
and by encouraging and empowering one another to
work safely. So, if you’re confronted with a situation
where you are being asked to work unsafely, or you see
someone else doing work you think is unsafe, it’s OK
to speak up.You can simply ask them to help you understand the hazards of the work and help to identify
the controls that should be used to keep themselves
– and you – safe, . Your action will start a dialog that
will likely 1) stop the unsafe work while the conversation is going on, 2) raise awareness about the hazards
present and proper safety procedures to be followed,
and 3) continue the work with increased safety and
a better feeling of good will and respect between coworkers. The worst that could happen would be that
someone might tell you to mind your own business….
But that’s not likely to happen! What’s more likely is
you will both learn and become better informed as to
how to do the work safer. This learning is a win-win
for everyone and, above all,
we are theon
University
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Stairway to Safety

...continued from page 1
If someone does tell you to “mind your own business,” take your concerns to your supervisor and/or a Safety
Committee if one exists in your workplace. Safety Committees exist to look at workplace hazards and identify
control measures that support safety for all work practices. They rely on people to identify these unsafe conditions and keep them informed so they can develop hazard controls and improve safety for everyone.

Common elements in falls
on stairs:
•
Primary cause of stairrelated falls: slipping on
the steps.
•
Walking down the stairs.
•
Injuries occur when
people don’t use
handrails.
•
Unfamiliarity with the
building: unexpected
stairways lead to many
falls.
•
Stairs with just one or
two steps are associated with a higher number
of falls.
•
Many injuries are
caused by objects left
on stairs.
•
Broken treads, loose
or torn carpet and
other coverings create
hazards.
•
Carrying bulky items
down stairs blocks
forward vision.
•
Slippery surfaces due
to spills.
•
Inadequate lighting.
•
Walkers not following
proper safety procedures on stairs.
Use stairways Safely:
•
Hold the handrail every
time! Using the handrail
should be as automatic
as using your seatbelt
when you’re in a car.
•
Use extra caution on
unfamiliar steps and
stairs.
•
Watch for unexpected
stair height changes,
especially at the top and
bottom of the stairway.
•
Don’t carry too many
items. If your hands are
full, use the elevator.
•
Don’t take the stairs if
you’re wearing loose
sandals or shoes,
extremely high heels or
other potentially dangerous footwear.
•
Keep stairways clear
and in good repair.
Report spills, trash or
obstacles on the stairs
if you cannot correct it
yourself.

Speaking up to a co-worker or supervisor may be uncomfortable at the moment, but in doing so, you are
protecting life and health, as well as vital university infrastructure. The next time you see someone working
in an unsafe way, speak to them. If you’re asked to do something you think is unsafe, or that you don’t feel you
have been trained to do safely, express your concerns in an open-hearted and collegial manner. Ask for help in
understanding the hazards present and the controls that should be used. Remember that we all want the same
things in our work-place, and safety is an important part of this for each of us for our own personal reasons.
This simple act will “Stop Unsafe Work” and help us all to work more safely.

Falls are the Leading Cause of Death in Construction in the United States
In 2010, there were 264 fall fatalities (255 falls to lower level) out of 774 total fatalities in construction. These
deaths are preventable.
Falls can be prevented and lives can be saved through three simple steps:
•
Plan
•
Provide
•
Train
OSHA has partnered with the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health and National Occupational
Research Agenda (NORA) - Construction Sector on this nationwide outreach campaign to raise awareness
among workers and employers about common fall hazards in construction, and how falls from ladders, scaffolds
and roofs can be prevented and lives can be saved. Here’s how:
PLAN ahead to get the job done safely .When working from heights, such as ladders, scaffolds, and roofs,
employers must plan projects to ensure that the job is done safely. Begin by deciding how the job will be done,
what tasks will be involved, and what safety equipment may be needed to complete each task.
When estimating the cost of a job, employers should include safety equipment, and plan to have all the necessary equipment and tools available at the construction site. For example, in a roofing job, think about all of the
different fall hazards, such as holes or skylights and leading edges, then plan and select fall protection suitable to
that work, such as personal fall arrest systems (PFAS).
PROVIDE the right equipment. Workers who are six feet or more above lower levels are at risk for serious
injury or death if they should fall. To protect these workers, employers must provide fall protection and the right
equipment for the job, including the right kinds of ladders, scaffolds, and safety gear.
Different ladders and scaffolds are appropriate for different jobs. Always provide workers with the kind they
need to get the job done safely. For roof work, there are many ways to prevent falls. If workers use personal
fall arrest systems (PFAS), provide a harness for each worker who needs to tie off to the anchor. Make sure the
PFAS fits, and regularly inspect all fall protection equipment to ensure it’s still in good condition and safe to use.
TRAIN everyone to use the equipment safely. Falls can be prevented when workers understand proper set-up
and safe use of equipment, so they need training on the specific equipment they will use to complete the job.
Employers must train workers in hazard recognition and in the care and safe use ladders, scaffolds, fall protection systems, and other equipment they’ll be using on the job.
OSHA has provided numerous materials and resources that employers can use during toolbox talks to train
workers on safe practices to avoid falls in construction. Falls from ladders, scaffolds and roofs can be prevented
and lives can be saved through three simple steps: Plan, Provide and Train.
									
									Information by OSHA

Be Alert for
These WeatherRelated
Hazards!

•

•
•
•
•

Wet surfaces outdoors,
and wet floors inside
homes, businesses and
campus buildings.
Icy areas, including
invisible “black ice.”
Windy, blustery days.
Leaf- or debris-covered
walkways.
Snow and sleet that
are slippery can hide
hazards.

Use caution and common
sense:
•
Take it slow.
•
Test the surface for ice
before walking forward.
•
Wipe your feet or
remove wet shoes when
coming indoors.
•
Use handrails whenever
they are available.
•
Don’t carry too many
items, which can distract
you, block your vision or
put you off balance.
•
Keep pathways clear
around your home.
•
Avoid walking and driving during storms and
high winds.
•
Wait until the weather
improves if at all possible before traveling.
Weather Related Links:
•
weather.gov (NOAA National Weather Service)
•
NOAA Marine Forecasts
•
Storm Center
•
California Weather
Warnings
•
The Weather Channel
•
CA Department of
Transportation - Road
Information
•
CHP Traffic Incident
Page
•
511.org
•
Highway Conditions

Business Travel Safety Tips
Pre-Travel Preparations
•
Leave a copy of your itinerary with a family member or someone at your office
•
Photocopy important documents
•
Print out maps and directions
•
Prepare a list of emergency phone numbers
•
Select luggage with wheels and make sure the luggage weighs no more than 50 lbs.
•
When traveling with a shoulder bag, alternate shoulders and use padded shoulder
straps
Transportation Safety (Air-Car-Hotel)
•
Be aware of nearest emergency exits in airplane
•
Listen to safety briefing by flight attendant and follow directions in the event of an
emergency
•
Keep luggage in trunk of rental car
•
Stay on main roads and do not pull over or leave the vehicle if you are uncomfortable
with your surroundings
•
Keep rental car doors locked at all times
•
Use deadbolt each time you enter the hotel room
•
Take note of hotel’s emergency exit in relation to your hotel room
•
Inquire with hotel staff about “safe” and “unsafe” local areas
General Safety Precautions
•
Always be aware of your surroundings
•
Keep your cell phone fully charged and easily accessible
•
Don’t use smart phones, tablets, etc. in public when it’s not necessary
•
Keep valuables secured and out of sight and do not draw attention to yourself
•
Remember safety in numbers and try to travel in groups
•
Plan ahead for various weather conditions and pack the appropriate attire

BLUE

GOLD

The Office of Risk Services has worked with our travel insurance carrier, ACE USA, and a program has been developed that employees and students can purchase for personal travel. This program responds to medical emergencies
when traveling outside your home country or country of permanent residence. It provides accident and sickness
benefits, emergency medical and security evacuation, and other valuable travel assistance services. There are two
plan options: 1) Blue plan or 2) Gold plan. The Gold plan includes everything in the Blue plan plus some additional
benefits. There is also an option to increase the medical expense and AD&D limit. The employee/student is responsible for payment of the premium.
This Travel Accident Protection Program for personal travel is available for University employees and students to
purchase for themselves, their families and traveling companions. In order for each traveler to be covered, each
traveler must enroll individually and pay their respective premium.
For more information, go to the Risk Services website at http://www.
ucop.edu/risk-services/loss-prevention-control/travel-assistance/index.
html
Scroll down and under Personal Travel, click on “UC Personal Travel
Program” to read a full description of the coverage, access the brochure and/or enroll.
The Blue and Gold Travel Accident Protection Program is being offered as an option for employees and students to purchase on their own for personal travel. This program is not
affiliated with any University provided employee benefit and the University is not making any recommendation. As
with any commercial travel insurance you purchase, the traveler is responsible for paying the premium, arranging for
any travel assistance services, and resolving any claim or coverage issues and disputes directly with the carrier. If
you need assistance with the enrollment process, please contact the ACE USA Enrollment Services Department at:
enrollmentservices@visit-aci.com or 888-293-9229 Ext. 600.

Job
Hazard
Analysis
What is a hazard?
A hazard is the potential for
harm. In practical terms, a
hazard often is associated with
a condition or activity that if
left uncontrolled, can result in
an injury or illness. Identifying hazards and eliminating
or controlling them as early
as possible will help prevent
injuries and illnesses.
What is a job hazard
analysis?
A job hazard analysis is a technique that focuses on job tasks
as a way to identify hazards
before they occur. It focuses
on the relationship between the
worker, the task, the tools, and
the work environment. Ideally,
after you identify uncontrolled
hazards, you will take steps to
eliminate or reduce them to an
acceptable risk level.
Why is job hazard analysis
important?
Many workers are injured and
killed at the workplace every
day in the United States. Safety
and health can add value to
your business, your job, and
your life. You can help prevent
workplace injuries and illnesses
by looking at your workplace
operations, establishing proper
job procedures, and ensuring
that all employees are trained
properly.

Size up the load
• Can you move it by yourself? Or is it too big? Too heavy? Too bulky?
• If help is needed, do you have the right equipment?
• Should you ask a co-worker for assistance with a team lift?
• Is there loose wrapping that should be removed first?
• Where is the load going to be placed? Are there any obstacles in
your path?
Before moving the load:
• Can you use a hand truck or other equipment to move the load? The
safest lift is no lift at all!
• Are there handles? Do you have a firm grip?
• Did you consider using gloves to improve your grip and protect your
hands?
• Will you able to stay close as you move it?
• Once you lift the load up, will you be able to see over the load or will
the load block your view?
• Do you have sufficient space to move the load without bending or
twisting?
While moving the load:
• Is your back straight? Are you lifting with your legs?
• Are your feet apart, in a comfortable position? Do you have good
balance?
• Are you moving your feet in the direction you are moving, rather than
twisting?
If you are using equipment to move the load:
•
Have you selected the appropriate equipment? Have you been
trained to safely use it?
•
Is the load secured to prevent it from falling?

Ladder Safety Tips

One of the best ways to determine and establish proper work
procedures is to conduct a job
hazard analysis. A job hazard
analysis is one component of
the larger commitment of a
safety and health management
system.

In 2005 (the last year with available data), falls from portable ladders caused twelve fatalities in California
workplaces. To help prevent injuries and deaths, Federal OSHA offers these safety tips for portable ladders:

Common Hazards:
•
Chemical
•
Explosion
•
Electrical
•
Ergonomics
•
Excavation
•
Slip, Trip and Fall
•
Fire/Heat
•
Mechanical
•
Noise
•
Radiation
•
Struck
•
Temperature
•
Visibility
•
Weather

•

Provided by OSHA.gov

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Read and follow all labels and markings on the ladder. Do not exceed the maximum load rating listed
Be careful with electrical hazards. Look for power lines overhead before handling the ladder. Do not use
a metal ladder near power lines or exposed electrical equipment
Always inspect the ladder before use. Damaged ladders are to be removed from service and tagged until
repaired or discarded
Always maintain three-point contact (two hands and foot or two feet and a hand) with the ladder. Keep
your body near the middle of the step and always face the ladder when climbing
Before ascending, make sure the ladder is free of slippery material on the rungs, steps and feet
Do not use the top step or rung of a stepladder or the top three rungs of a straight, single or extension
ladder.
Only use a ladder on a stable and level surface unless it has been secured to prevent displacement
Do not move or shift a ladder while anything is on the ladder.
An extension or straight ladder used to access an elevated surface should extend at least three feet
above the point of support.
The appropriate angle to set up a ladder is to place its base a quarter of the ladder’s length from the
wall or other vertical surface.
Be sure to properly engage all locks on extension ladders.
Information from OSHA

connect
ergonomics

Careless Chris

Careless Chris
Takes a Drive
...an Imaginary
Scenario

“This is going to take
forever,” Careless Chris
moaned, staring at the
spread of papers and files
all over the table in front
of her. “I can’t believe
we have to have all this
sorted, indexed, copied,
stamped, and filed by the
end of today.” “Urgh,” Brian
agreed. Standing next to
her and merely surveying
the mess they had to deal
with seemed to take as
much energy as he had to
give for the morning....
Read the story
Feedback, Please
Send an email to
safetyspotlight@ucdavis.edu
to submit your comments on
the March 2013 issue or to
suggest content ideas for
future issues. We look
forward to hearing from you!
COMING SOON!

Injury and
Accident
Prevention

Check out our April 2013
issue to learn how to stay
safe in your work environment
and how to prevent injuries in
your workplace.

Know where to turn on your UC campus for the information you need to keep yourself, your
workplace and your environment safe and secure. Click on the campus links below to connect to local program, educational and informational resources.

injury occupational
prevention health
chemical & lab
emergency safety
UC Berkeley

UC Riverside

UCOP

UC Davis

UC San Diego

UC ANR

UC Irvine

UCSF

UCLA

UC Santa Barbara

preparedness
UC Merced

UC Santa Cruz

safety strategies
“UC Santa Barbara’s presentation on event management, ‘They’re
doing what?’, encouraged me to begin a conversation on how our
department can utilize their idea of ‘minor events meeting’ to
help facilitate early discussions surrounding event management
and managing the risks associated with student events. UCLA’s
presentation inspired me to help further bring students into the
fold of risk management. I was thoroughly impressed with the role
students have taken to lead the student community on the UCLA
campus on being proactive in risk management. I also learned
a great deal from the breakout session, ‘Preventing Sexual Abuse
on Campus.’ I realized that my department needs to facilitate a
conversation and initiate proper training for students regarding how
to interact with children in a proper positive manner to protect not
only the child but themselves from false accusations. I am a new
employee to the university and I am glad that I had this opportunity
to hear from Praesidium regarding what I can do and should do to
foster a safe environment for all.”

“The general discussions centered around change management;
not only is ERM a new concept with new tools, it also demands a fundamental change of behavior and point of
view. The attendees I spoke to talked of their experiences at different stages of implementing ERM, and while they
described challenges, they also described eventual successes - very encouraging!”
University of California department and unit staff throughout the system are invited to attend this year’s
UCOP Risk Summit. This annual gathering of UC professionals is an opportunity to connect with colleagues to share perspectives, best practices, challenges and solutions that you can use to improve efficiency in your workplace and to better manage risk.
Risk Summit 2013, including main sessions, hands-on exercises, breakout sessions, modules, hotel accommodations (per UC policy) and meals, is presented to University of California Employees at no charge.

Safety Spotlight is published at the beginning of each month except January and July. To subscribe and
automatically receive editions upon publication, please email sympa@ucdavis.edu and type in a body
of the email: SUBXRIBE safetyspot
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